Artifact Identification Sheet

1. Name of your artifact (or best guess): ________________________________

2. Artifact’s ID # (look for tiny numbers written on your artifact):
   ________________________________________________________________

3. Condition (circle one): FAIR GOOD EXCELLENT

4. Measure your artifact (you may not need each of the dimensions below):
   - Height: ________________
   - Width: ________________
   - Length: ________________
   - Diameter: ________________

5. Carefully examine your artifact and describe it (look for physical characteristics, any writing or date on it, single or multiple pieces, a mark left by the maker or user, etc.):
   __________________________________________________________________________
   __________________________________________________________________________
   __________________________________________________________________________
   __________________________________________________________________________

6. Describe how you think your artifact is used (how is it used, who used it, when it would be used, etc.):
   __________________________________________________________________________
   __________________________________________________________________________
   __________________________________________________________________________
   __________________________________________________________________________

7. Research your artifact and write what you have found, continued on the back of this sheet (does your artifact go by any other names, are there multiple uses for your artifact, was your artifact used on a daily basis or only for a special occasion, do we still use it or have a version of it today, etc.):
   __________________________________________________________________________
   __________________________________________________________________________
   __________________________________________________________________________
   __________________________________________________________________________